CCPIII UEA 26-28 JUNE 2013 - PUBLICATION OUTLETS
There is a good range of peer-reviewed research journals suitable for submitting
papers arising out of CCP III, and several have, over the years, expressed an
interest in receiving submissions from CCP events. A (non-exhaustive) list is
appended below.
There is also scope for themed edited volumes. John Benjamins,
Routledge/Taylor and Francis, De Gruyter Mouton, Bloomsbury Linguistics are
possible outlets, and have likewise shown an interest in publishing the kind of work
promoted at CCP conferences. UEA colleagues Andreas Musolff and Giulio Pagani
are currently co-editing a volume with CCP II papers on Metaphor in Intercultural
Communication, for example (with Fiona MacArthur, Extramadura), to be published
2014 by Bloomsbury Linguistics.
(Contacts for publication proposals for Bloomsbury: a.musolff@uea.ac.uk
and g.pounds@uea.ac.uk; see also "Critical Introductions to Linguistic series:
http://www.bloomsbury.com/uk/series/continuum-critical-introductions-to-linguistics/).
Prospective editors should check publishers’ websites for information on
submitting proposals for edited volumes. We are able to post calls for papers for
edited volumes on the CCP III website and to advertise them at the time of the
conference, but editors will have full responsibility for contacting and negotiating with
publishers and for the editing and publication process (with acknowledgement of
CCP III).

First call announcement
For

Yearbook of Corpus Linguistics and Pragmatics Series (Springer)
(www.springer.com/series/11559) (peer-reviewed)

From

Jesús Romero-Trillo, Editor-in-Chief Yearbook of Corpus Linguistics
and Pragmatics Series (Springer); Review Editor of Intercultural
Pragmatics)

Options

for prospective authors presenting papers related to/based on corpus
linguistics



papers by individual authors for publication in a regular volume
a group of papers in a themed volume edited on a specific topic; full
proposal with details of authors, titles, aim of the volume, etc. to be
submitted the editor of the series.

Questions / submissions to Jesús Romero Trillo at jesus.romero@uam.es

Journal outlets

•

Language and Intercultural Communication
http://www.tandf.co.uk/journals/RMLI

•

Intercultural Pragmatics http://www.degruyter.com/view/j/iprg

•

Journal of Intercultural Communication Research
http://www.tandf.co.uk/journals/RJIC

•

Journal of International and Intercultural Communication
http://www.tandf.co.uk/journals/RJII



Journal of Pragmatics http://www.journals.elsevier.com/journal-ofpragmatics/



Languages in Contrast http://benjamins.com/#catalog/journals/lic/main



Multilingua http://www.degruyter.com/view/j/multi_multi.2013.32.issue3/issue-files/multi.2013.32.issue-3.xml

•

Pragmatics http://ipra.ua.ac.be/main.aspx?c=*HOME&n=1267
…

For translation-related (and interdisciplinary) papers
•

META http://www.erudit.org/revue/meta/2012/v57/n2/index.html

•

New Voices in Translation Studies
http://www.iatis.org/index.php?option=com_k2&view=itemlist&task=catego
ry&id=28:new-voices&Itemid=86

•

Perspectives: Studies in Translatology
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/rmps20/current

•

Target – International Journal of Translation Studies
http://benjamins.com/#catalog/journals/target/main

•

The Translator https://www.stjerome.co.uk/tsa/journal/1/

•

Translation Studies
http://cw.routledge.com/textbooks/translationstudies/journals.asp#journal
…

Plenary papers

•

Video-recordings of plenary papers will be posted on the conference
Website (as for CCP II at https://lred.uea.ac.uk/web/lcs/research/ccp2plenary-videos) (subject to speakers’ permission)

•

Planned - Special Cross-cultural pragmatics issue of a research journal
Provisional title ‘Making a difference in Intercultural Communication:
Impact at the crossroads of disciplines’ (TBC and details once, and if. the
proposal is accepted)

(CCP II Plenary papers were published as a special issue of Language and
Intercultural Communication under the title ‘Cross-cultural Communication at
a Theoretical and Methodological Crossroads: Cultural and Media Interfaces’
(Special Issue 4 12(4), 2012) (live link))
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